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Amphitres' children, but confiscates their property and puts
a price on their heads.
From Aristotle's Politics (v, 1305a) we hear that in
Epimenes' constitution the chief authority was that of an
elected president, or Prytanis, who must have held, for a
term of several years at least, most of the powers of the
deposed kings. This simple and obvious arrangement—one
trusted and leading citizen elected with wide powers for a
long period—was popular among the Ionian cities at this
stage 1 and obviously secured a strong executive ; but it
fell into disrepute in the end, for the reason that so many
of these Prytanes were not proof against the temptations
of power. It happened in the end at Miletos, as at many
other cities, that a Prytanis finding himself possessed of
" many great powers " fell to the temptation to free himself
from all trammels of law, and embark on the attempt to
keep his position for life, by force.2 Hence in later Greek
history the tendency to shorten terms of office and to put
the chief offices into commission. A logical conclusion is
the late .fifth-century constitution of Syracuse, where the
executive is a cabinet of fifteen " generals " (presumably on
the principle that there is safety in numbers) paralysed in
action by the necessity of justifying their every movement
before a turbulent and jealous assembly.3
The legend of the fall of the Milesian monarchy is as
obscure as an isolated " excerpt ", lacking its context and
dealing with events about which otherwise we know nothing,
might be expected to be. We may infer, however, that
Amphitres the murderer is a would-be usurper, and probably
himself a Neleid, the head of a rival branch of the family;
this would supply a reason for the particularly fierce
persecution of his family after his own death. The immediate
cause of the establishment of the republic is, then, that the
people are tired of having their city rent by the dynastic
squabbles of the royal house.
1	Ar. op. cit., 1310&.
2	£k rCfj.ijis 01 trepl r^v ^loivtav rdpawot, Kar^ar-rjcfaf—100. cit. J 7roAA<Sv yo/> ijv
Ko.1 fieydXcuv tcdpios o irpvravts (at Miletos), ib. 1805a.
8 -Cf. the debates in the Syracusan assembly ia Thk. vi.

